ABSTRACT. This paper presents some aspects of homeomorphism theory in the setting of (fibre) bundles modeled on separable Hilbert manifolds and generalizes results previously established.
Introduction.
In [7] several aspects of homeomorphism theory are studied in the setting of (fibre) bundles with separable infinite dimensional spaces (manifolds) as fibres. Major results are established for bundles having fibre the Hilbert space l2, or, equivalently, s, the countable infinite product of reals. In this paper we generalize such results to bundles with s-manifolds as fibres.
Our notation and definition follow that of [7] . In this paper we say a closed subset K of the total space E of a bundle (E, p, B) is a fibre Z-set provided K np'Kb) is a Z-set in p_1(&) for each b £ B. Fibre bundle (E, p, B) will be denoted by its total space E. For any KCE, a map /: K -► E is B-preserving (or fibre-preserving) if pfix) = pix) tot all x £ K.
Hypotheses, (l) Throughout this paper let (E, p, B) denote a fibre bundle over base space B with fibre M, where B, M are given as follows.
The base space B. We assume B is either (1) a polyhedron, or (2) a retract of a polyhedron. If B is in (2) , let Bj be a polyhedron for which there is a retrac-
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The manifold M. We assume M is a paracompact manifold modeled on s = (-1, l)00, the countable infinite product of open intervals (-1, l) . By the results of [6] , M may be considered as an open set in s.
(2) All spaces concerned are metrizable.
Open question. For results of this paper, we do not know whether the hypotheses on B may be replaced by any ANR (for metric spaces). In fact it is not known even for B = s.
2. In the following we say 11 is a normal open cover of X\X, where K is closed in the metric space X, provided each map /: X\K -» X which is limited by 11 has an extension /: X -» X which is the identity on K. normal open cover of E\H refining 11 and let /(llj) denote the induced cover of E. Using Theorem 3.1 of [7] there is an isomorphism g of F such that gfÍK\H)° (U">0 AT")) = 0 and g is limited by 0A. Then f lg{: e\h -* e\h is a B-preserving homeomorphism which rè limited by 11. and satisfies f~ gfiK\H)C\ [(J">0 ÍKn\H)] = 0. Since llj is normal, we may assume h = f~gf is an isomorphism of F such that h\H = identity, h fulfills our requirements. cover of E, h can be required to be limited by U.
For the general case we may take B to be equal to \A\ for some lfsc A.
By giving A a finer triangulation we may suppose each p~ i\o\), cr £ A, is trivial.
Furthermore it suffices to assume \A\ is connected. Thus \A\ can be written as Proof. Let K be given by the first half of the theorem. If E is the product bundle (B x M, p, B) we can apply Theorem 2 of this paper and Lemma 5.1 of [7] to obtain a strong extraction of K from E. In general we can, by hypothesis of and any open cover ll of U for which G is limited, we may choose \hf\ to be a (F, St4(H))-zso/opy.
To give a proof we need the following lemma. Moreover, we may choose {b(\ so that hfiiia, cpAa))) £ GÍ{a\ x I) for all a, t.
Proof. Using Theorem 2 of this paper, the open imbedding theorem of id, fyfGiia, <pAa))) = fGia, l) for all a £ A, and, for all t, fjix) = fix) tot all x £Ä2. In fact \ft\ is a motion such that, for each a £ B x M, l/,|a'x/l is an endpoints preserving isotopy such that f fGiia, Pia))) £ /G({«f x f) tot all a, t.
{h( = f~ f f ( is an isotopy on B x M which clearly fulfills all the requirements of the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 5. The second half (where E is assumed trivial) of Theorem 5 follows immediately from Theorem 2 of this paper and Lemma 3.6 of [7] .
To prove the first half, first suppose g0ÍA) f)gj(A) = 0. Thus G| . |0 i| £ GÍM x 7).
Ajj induces a map cf>y A -► 7 such that, for any a, Gia, cf>A.a)) = ¿jjgn(<z).
By virtue of Lemma 3 again there is an isotopy \h2,\ on E such that ¿20 = id, h2lg0ia) =gj(a) for all a £ Y2, h2lgA.a) £ Gi{a\ x I) tot all a and *2il/)-l(Ti) = id for all t.
Inductively we can construct isotopies \h ,L2l on E such that for each n, hn0 = id, hnlg0ia) = gj(a) for all a £ Yn, bnlgnia) £ GÍ\a\ x /) for all a and 77zlf>-l(Tiu mT i) = 'd f°r all t. We now define an isotopy on E in the
